CD4 dependence of activation threshold and TCR signalling in mouse T lymphocytes.
The effect of CD4 expression on the activation threshold of mouse T lymphocytes has been analysed. To do this, the authors studied the response to antigen and other T cell receptor (TCR) ligands in a series of CD4- mutants obtained from the SR.D10 clone. This non-tumour clone spontaneously arose from the Th2 clone D10.G4.1, and characteristically shows a low threshold for antigen activation as well as reactivity to syngeneic antigen presenting cells (APC). Although SR.D10 CD4- mutant cells can be stimulated by antigen, they need higher antigen concentration or more APC than SR.D10 or CD4 transfectants to yield optimal antigen responses. Furthermore, CD4- clones are not activated by syngeneic APC or by clonotypic antibodies. These effects do not correlate with changes in the expression of cell surface molecules implicated in antigen recognition, like TCR/CD3, CD2, LFA-1, or CD45, or with lower p56lck or p59fyn activity in the mutant cells. Since inhibition experiments using anti-CD4 antibodies have previously shown that activation of the CD4+ T cell clone D10.G4.1 by antigen or alloantigens is largely dependent on CD4, our results indicate that activation by antigen-plus self MHC may become CD4-independent if the activation threshold is lowered enough, e.g. in cells like SR.D10. Expression of CD4 further lowers the activation threshold of the cells, allowing the detection of low-affinity TCR reactivities like those directed at self MHC. Moreover, by using anti-TCR/CD3 antibodies, the authors have confirmed the importance of CD4-associated tyrosine kinase activity in early TCR/CD3 signalling in this Th2 cell line, as (1) upon TCR/CD3 ligation, tyrosine phosphorylation is detected only in those CD3 chains co-precipitating with CD4; and (2) CD4 expression is needed for efficient early tyrosine phosphorylation and detectable p56lck-TCR co-precipitation.